's "Critical Mediations: Haewȏ n Chinhon Kut, a Shamanic Ritual for Korean 'Comfort Women' " describes an elaborate performance cycle in which shamans seek spiritual union with military sexual slaves to relieve their agony, starvation, and suffering. Kim notes that shamans serve as "amplifiers for [living comfort] women who continue to struggle for their record in history," and this insight leads him to consider how extant analytic possibilities -Gayatri Spivak's subalternity and Jacques Derrida's blankness, Jacques Lacan's preoriginary space, Walter Benjamin's call to enter the material substance of the event, and Bertolt Brecht's politicized hinge between memesis and nonmimetic political engagement -might help to reconsider what is at stake politically in the shamanic performance. And he launches his own systematic line of criticism. A permeable membrane exists, he declares, linking the troubled dead, the living comfort woman, shamanic positions 21:3
practitioners, and witnesses. Healing emerges when the gaps that comfort women characteristically leave between words and signifieds are recognized to be political. The shamanic performance, Kim determines, compensates for justice denied; the performance is "a mouthpiece for the articulation of politics and the everyday," yet at the same time it allows "spectral matters from the crevices of history" to collapse and reemerge as "now -a field of poiesis and mimetic encounter."
In Ben Tran's "I Speak in the Third Person: Women and Language in Colonial Vietnam," a less traumatic yet, analytically speaking, equally familiar problem with the subject arises. Working with Khái Hưng's 1934 novel Nư  a chừ ng xuân (In the Midst of Spring), Tran focuses on Dương Thị Mai, the novel's protagonist. Tran explains that modernist Vietnamese poetic language had invented a new pronoun, tôi, meaning "the articulation of an individual's autonomy, interior depth, psyche, and self-consciousness." Tôi played a central role in the struggle over social subjectivity and, as in other language communities at this time, in the struggle of female individuals to lay claim to tôi and the individualized experiences alleged to be attendant on it. Tran ends asserting that the significant linguistic innovation was in fact language speakers' creation of nine new personal-references and "seven kinship terms -cụ, ông, con, bà, cô, em, cháu -and two nonkinship common nouns -mình, tôi." Tran notes as well the existence of the "social footing" where a modernist language crisis had unfolded.
Shifting to consider the city map, Philippe Peycam's essay "From the Social to the Political: 1920s Colonial Saigon as a 'Space of Possibilities' in Vietnamese Consciousness" also targets language and politics in urban internal colonization. In Peycam's view, internal colonization is the product of a "simultaneous dialogue between the city and the people." The useful notion Peycam develops, of "waves" of colonization and governmentality, focuses our attention on the city of Saigon, center of Vietnam's colonial government and on its denizens. Interestingly, the analogy is to concurrent movements in Indonesian, in which new types of social stratification and language use also emerged; in both communities, modernist bourgeois novels are "situated at the crossroads of all the transformations," which for Peycam start with the fact that Saigon was a colonial city, forcing its inhabitants to create new subject forms as they sought community, in a situation that Peycam names " 'existential' malaise." Christopher Hanscom's essay, "Modernism, Hysteria, and the Colonial Double Bind: Pak T'aewȏ n's One Day in the Life of the Author, Mr. Kubo," tarries with colonial discourse longer. It focuses on a key modernist novel because, Hanscom argues, "the colonial context and the enigma of Pak T'aewȏ n's fictional work" make it necessary to recalibrate our understanding of Korean colonization and its colonial modern fiction. Noting the historical parallel of modernism and the concept of hysteria, Hanscom's initial objective is to "[draw] the reader . . . into a hysterical relation" with the novel and Mr. Kubo's search for satisfaction. But hysteria in its singular form arises because of Japanese imperialism's well-known "assimilatory colonial discourse," which insists that subjects be simultaneously the same and different from the colonizer. And this is why a given condition gave rise to a singular hysteria. This hysteria is not an "individual etiology" but rather a "social discourse, a relation structured in and by language that at the same time undermines the assumed capacity of language to refer." And this in the end fuels Hanscom's insistence that desire, disease, and referentiality are more appropriate themes to pursue analytically given the modernist text and its times.
According to Jack W. Chen, in political theory generally speaking the two elements of sovereignty and coinage are historically linked. But as is the case with many essays positions publishes, Chen's "Sovereignty, Coinage, and Kinship in Early China" seeks to step beyond vapid "global" generalizations to consider singularities, the ways that an ancient world in this case presents an alternative within a general set. The atypicality or singularity, in Chinese history lies in the ancient coin's trilateral signification. Not only did "heads" indicate sovereignty and "tails" value but a third element, what Chen calls "the moral ideology of kinship," set up an agonistic relation of the monarch's capacity to represent kinship values and his sovereignty. This connected the political and moral economy in a relation not seen in other domains where, as per the rule, sovereignty and coinage are linked. An ideological alchemy, considered historically, infused the material coin in this Chinese case. It gave the king rights to kinship over his subjects, which assures his universal paternity exceeding the authority of the subjects' own parents. Thus beyond what is owed in filiality to the father, the monarch's specie establishes him as moral authority over the entire kin-defined empire.
Sǒkkuram is an eighth-century Silla Buddhist stone cave temple on T'oham Mountain in Kyǒngju, Korea, "discovered" by a University of Chicago anthropologist named Frederick Starr and "improved" under Japanese colonial reconstruction. Starr was concerned with racial typology, but in his work he documented what the colonists would erase, color. In his essay, Robert Oppenheim, following Thomas LaMarre, suggests analyses rooted in "fragmentary, site-centered history of writing itself taken as a material practice irreducible to signification." A consideration of how meaning is forwarded in the absence of "writing about," the essay, "Writing Sǒkkuram: An Archaeology of Inscription around 1911," uses conventional empirical evidence to situate interpretive work in a postrepresentational or nonreferential mode, a mode that distrusts writing as representation. Oppenheim's stake is "the political displacement of writing at the dawn of formal colonialism in Korea," through the obliteration of Korean marks and nonrepresentational inscriptive practices during the civilizing occupation. But Japanese assimilation amounted to erasure. In his closing meditation, Oppenheim notes that beyond the structural damages, the Silla Buddhist stone cave temple lost its mana. Qi Wang's "Embodied Visions: Chinese Queer Experimental Documentaries by Shi Tou and Cui Zi'en" introduces readers to the sophisticated world of queer filmmaking. Abjuring the great abstractions of the observational documentary style, auteurs such as Shi Tou and Cui Zi'en move camera and bodies together. This technique, according to Wang, moves beyond the insider/outsider perspective to directly engage the reality of queer and outsider lives. And this, Wang argues, steps over the notions of bodiliness and subjectivity into a historically rooted sense of embodiment. In this regard it is the minoritized filmmaker who, as Wang puts it, "returns the film or video to its creator, performer, and vision provider." The charm of Shi's and Cui's art lies in their refusal to separate real and fictive identities, willingness to mingle personal and professional, and recognition and use of physical bodies, including the artists' own.
Luckily, Guo-Juin Hong's "Limits of Visibility: Taiwan's Tongzhi Movement in Mickey Chen's Documentaries" raises a kindred point. But Hong pursues the question of what is at stake politically with Mickey Chen's documentaries. Optimistically, Hong aspires to subject to criticism conventional documentary, assumptions about representation, and the trope of visibility in order to reveal the power of documentary representation. As he puts it, "I hope to walk with Mickey Chen and traverse a realm where activism and critique are also personal," but Hong also aims at figuring out how the media's formal and banal politics is rethinkable from the margin. The answer to Hong's rhetorical question, "What is politics?" compels him to regard in a more engaged fashion how resistance and subversion of mainstream media's formal politics can be made possible.
We conclude with two commentaries, Aaron Kerner's interview with Takahiko Iimura, "Takahiko Iimura's Butoh Films: Cine-Dance in Anma (The Masseurs) and Rose Color Dance," and Maki Isaka's "What Could Have Happened to 'Femininity' in Japanese Stagecraft: A Memorial Address to Yamada Isuzu (1917 Isuzu ( -2012 ." In the first commentary, Kerner introduces butoh filmmaker and conceptual entrepreneur Takahiko Iimura's fifty-year career in filmmaking and technologically inspired avant-garde art before conducting a strangely affecting interview. Isaka's obituary addresses the struggle over the anatomical body of the onnagata, or those who take up the role of female in Kabuki drama. Bandô Tamasaburô V and Yamada Isuzu each played Kabuki femininity. The movie star Yamada stood out for her Kabuki performances. And yet the phenomenon of the anatomically female onnagata troubles Isaka, and so she mourns what may have died along with Yamada, a foreclosed latency in the esoteric history of Kabuki femininity.
